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L.N. 54 of 1963

MONEYLENDERS ACT (CHAPTER 124)

The IndependenceFinance Limited (Exemption) Order, 1963

: Commencement : 11th May, 1963 .
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 2A of the Moneylenders Act

as amended by the Moneylenders (Amendment) Act, 1960, the Minister of
internal Affairs hereby makes the following Order— ,

1, This Order maybecited as the Independence Finance Limited (Exemp-
tion) Order, 1963.

2. The Independence Finance Limited, a Limited Company, incorporated
under the provisions of the Companies Act, whoseregistered office is situate
at 117 Broad Street, Lagos, shall be exempt from the provisions of the
Moneylenders Act as amended by the Moneylenders (Amendment) Act, 1960.
Mabe at Lagos this 11th day of May, 1963.

H. O. Omenar,
Permanent Secretary,

Ministry of Internal Affairs

ExpLaNaTory Norte
This Order will enable the Independence Finance Limited to implement

its scheme of offering Nigerians opportunity of investments in certain
Nigerian Industries in the Federal Territory of Lagos.
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L.N. 55 of 1963 ;

“LABOUR CODE ACT (CHAPTER 91)
The Labour Code (Trade UnionContributions) Order, 1963

Commencement ; 1st Fune, 1963

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 27A (2) of the Labour Code
Act, the Federal Minister of Labour hereby makes the following Order :-—

1. ‘This Order may be cited as the Labour Code (Trade Union Contribu-
tions) Order, 1963 andshall be of Federal application.

2. The trade unions specified in thefirst column of the Scheduleare here
by approved for the purposeof subsection (1) of section 27a of the Labour
Code Act with effect from the date specified in the second column of
the Schedule. .

LESee

 

SCHEDULE

Name of Trade Union

A. G. Leventis and Associated Companies African Workers’
Union, Nigeria e we oe oe .-

The Amalgamated Union of Lagos Municipal Bus Workers

Nigeria Civil Service Union ..

Datep at Lagos this 28th day of May; 1963.

ML.Ic/102/2

Date

1st June, 1963

1st June, 1963

Ist June, 1943

'.J. MM. Jounson,
Federal Minister of Labour

Citation and
application,

Trade
Unions ©
approved
by Minister
pursuantto
section 27a
{2), Cap. 91.
Schedule.

Section 2, 3

&
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L.N. 56 of 1963

MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT, 1962

(1962, No. 30) -

MerchantShipping (Transitional Provisions) Order, 1963

Commencement : 13th June, 1963

In exercise of the powers conferred. by subsection (3) of section 428 and section 433

of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1962 and of all other powers enabling him in that behalf,
the Minister of Transport hereby makes the following Order—

1. This: Order may be cited as the Merchant Shipping (Transitional Provisions)
- Order, 1963.

2. Until such time as various Rules and Regulations which are required to be made
under the Merchant Shipping Act, 1962 are in fact made the following United Kingdom
legislation shall apply with such alterations therein as local circumstances may render
necessary to merchant shipping in Nigeria as though they were made under the said
Act—

(a) The Hydrogen Cyanide (Fumigation of Ships) Regulations, 1951.

(b) The Merchant Shipping (Crew Accommodation) Rules, 1953.

(c) The Merchant Shipping (Crew Accommodation) (Amendment) Regulations,
1954.

, (d) The Anchor and Chain Cables Order, 1930.

Mane at Lagos this 13th day of June, 1963.

R. A. Njoku,
Minister of Transport

Explanatory Nore

These transitional provisions are to ensure that Nigeria’s merchant ships particularly
those ships engaged on international voyages, adhere to the accepted international
standards of equipment and safety laid down in the various international conventions
relating to merchant shipping.
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_ MERCHANT SHIPPING (NAVIGATION OF INLAND WATERS)
REGULATIONS, 1963

ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONS

Part I-—~GENERAL

Shorttitle and extent.
Interpretation.

Part II—RvcLe oF THE Roap

Vessels to keep to starboard.
. Vessels meeting.
Vessels meeting at sharp bends.
Vessels overtaking,
Safe navigation.

- Power driven smallcraft.
- Small craft not to interfere with seagoing vessels,
Obstruction of fairway or channel.

2

Parr III—Navication Licuts anp SIGNALS

Navigation lights for power driven vessels under way.
. Lights for vessels at anchor.
Lights for vessels not under command.
Lights for small craft. ;

. Seaplanes on the water.
Signalling on approaching bends.
Fog signals.
Warnings to canoes.

Part IV—Rarrinc or Locs anp Casxs
Rafting of logs and casks.
Sizes of rafts... 0
Manningofrafts.
Lights to be carried by rafts.
Lashing ofrafts.
Detention and forfeiture of logs and casks foundadrift.

Part V—NMLiscELLANEocs

Manningofcraft.
. Fishing boats.
Norefuse, etc., to be thrown overboard.
Penalties.

. Savings for Ports regulations.
Repeal.
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L.N. 57 of 1963,
MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT, 1962

(1962, No. 30)

MerchantShipping (Navigation of Inland Waters) Regulations, 1963

Commencement : 13th Fune, 1963

In exercise of the powers conferredby section 427 of the Merchant Shipping
Act, 1962, the Federal Minister of Transport hereby makes the following
regulations—

Part I—GENERAL

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Merchant Shipping (Navigation
of Inland Waters) Regulations, 1963, and shall apply throughout the
Federation to all inland waters in respect of which the Federal Legislature
has power to make laws in connection with shipping and navigation,

2. In these Regulations—

“Collision Regulations’ means the International Regulations for
Preventing Collision at Sea ;

“master” when used in relation to any vessel means masteror other
person for the time being in charge of such vessel ;

“owner” when used in relation to any vessel includes any owner,
charterer, consignee or mortgagee in possession thereof;

_ “power driven small craft” means any small craft propelled by one or
more outboard engines each not exceeding thirty horsepower;

“powerdriven vessel” means anyvessel propelled by mechanical power
other than a power driven small craft ;

“small craft” means any vessel not exceeding fifteen tons burden other
than a powerdriven vessel.

Part IJ.—RUvute oF THE Roap

3. Every power driven vessel shall, so far as is safe and practicable, keep to
that side of the fairway or mid-channel whichlies on the starboard side of such
Vessel,

4. When two power driven vessels are meeting in a channel or fairway,
each shall alter hercourse to starboard so that each maypass on the port side
of the other, and shall indicate such alteration with one short blast on the
whistle orsiren.

5. When two powerdriven vessels are meeting in narrowchannels or on or
near sharp bends, the vessel proceeding against the stream shall slacken her
speed and, if necessary, stop and wait to allow the vessel proceeding with the
stream to pass clear,

6. When one powerdriven vessel is overtaking another such vessel going inthe same direction, the overtaking vessel shall keep clear of the other untilshe is finallypast and clear. Where the channelis too narrowto permit ofsuch overtaking, the overtaking vessel shall slacken her speed: until a part ofthe channelis reached whereit is safe and practicable to overtake,



7.—(1) Every vessel being navigated on inland waters shall be so navigated,
proceeding at slowspeed if necessary, as not to cause obstruction, injury or
danger to any other vessel under way, at anchororlying alongside a mooring
place or other vessel, or tied up to or on a bankorto any wharf, pier, jetty or
other moorings.

(2) The master of any vessel which causesor is in any way involved in any
accident shall, as soon as practicable, make a factual report of the circums-
tances in writing to theofficer of the Inland Waterways Departmentin charge
of the area in which the accident took place ; or, if the accident took place
within thelimits of a portorits approaches, to the Habour Masterofthat port.

8. Notwithstanding anything contained in these regulations, power driven
small craft shall always keep out of the way of other power driven vessels
which are navigating the deepest channel.

9, Every small craft, launch or other vessel solely employed on inland
waters shall keep out of the deepest channel whenitis being navigated by sea-
going vessels or powerdriven vessels towing or pushingothervessels,

10. No small craft, launch or other vessel solely employed on inland waters
shall cross a fairway or channel normally used by sea-going vessels or power
driven vessels towing or pushing other vessels, unless it can do so without
causing an obstruction.

Part III.—Navication LicHTs AND SIGNALS
11.—(1) A powerdriven vessel when under way at night shall exhibit the

lights required by Rules 2 (a), 7 (a) or 7 (6) of the Collision Regulations and the
white stern light required by Rule 10 (a) of the Collision Regulations. -

(2) A powerdriven vessel, towing or pushing other vessels, when under way
at night, shall, in addition to the lights required under paragraph (1) of this

regulation exhibit an additional white masthead light required by Rule 3 (a)
of the Collision Regulations.

(3) A vessel being towed astern of another vessel shall exhibit the same
lights as those prescribed for a powerdriven vessel underwayunderparagraph
(1) of this regulation except the white masthead lights which shall never be -
shown by such vessel.

(4) A vessel being pushed ahead at night shall exhibit at the forward end,
the red and green side lights required by Rule 5 (6) of the Collision Regula-
tions except that any number ofvessels being pushed aheadin a group may be
lit as one vessel. :

(5) A vessel being towed alongside anothervessel at night and in contact
with the towing vessel, shall not be required to exhibit the side lights required

_ by paragraph (3) of this regulation if the lights of the towing vessel are not
obscured. - If she does not carry them, however, she shall have at hand ready
for use a greenlight, if being towed on the starboard side, or a red light, if
being towed on the portside, and, on the approach of another vessel, such
lights shall be shown forward on the side away from the towing vessel in
sufficient time to prevent collision : provided that if more than onevessel is
being towed alongside, only the vessel on the outside shall be required to
carry suchlights. ,

12.—(1) Every vessel when at anchor at night in or near a fairway or
channel shall exhibit the white anchor light or lights visible alt round the
horizon as required by Rule 11 (2) and (6) of the Collision Regulations.

(2) Between sunrise and sunset, every vessel when at anchor in or near a
fairway or channelshall carry in the fore part of the vessel one black ball as
required by Rule 11{(c) of the Collision Regulations.
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(3) Small craft when at anchorat night in or near a fairway or channel
shall nut be required to exhibit the light required by paragraph (1) of this
regulation. If, however, they do not exhibit such light, they shall have
at hand a white light which, on the approach of another vessel, shall be
flashed or shownin sufficienttimeto preventcollision.

13.—(1) A powerdriven vessel which fromany.cause becomes unmanage-
able when under way at night shall exhibit in-lieu of the masthead lights
required for vessels under way by regulation 11, the two red not-under-
command lights as required by Rule 4 (a) of the Collision Regulations.
When not making wayshe shall not showthesidelights.

(2) A powerdriven vessel which from any cause becomes unmanageable
during the hours of daylight shall carry the two black balls or shapes as
required by Rule 4 (a) of the Collision Regulations.

(3) A power driven vessel agroundin or near a fairway or channelat night
shall exhibit the lights required for a vessel at anchor and also the two red
not-under-commandlights required by paragraph (1) of this regulation,

(4) A powerdriven vessel aground in or near a fairway or channel duringthe hours of daylight shall showthe three black balls or shapesas required byRule 11 (e) of the Collision Regulations.

(5) A vessel engagedin laying or in picking up a submarine cable or naviga-
tion mark, or a vessel engaged in surveying or underwater operations, when,from the nature of her work, is unable to get out of the way of approaching
vessels at night, shall exhibit in lieu of the masthead: lights required forvessels under way by regulation 11, two red and one white light as requiredby Rule 4 (c) of the Collision Regulations. When not under way she shallnot showtheside lights. Byday she shall showthe threéshapes required byRule + (c) of the Collision Regulations. Such vessel when at anchor shailshowthe lights and shapes required by this paragraph in addition to thoserequired for a vessel at anchor byregulation 12.

14, Every small craft (including powerdriven small craft) when under wayat night shall not be required to carry or showthe lights required by thisPart of these regulations, but if they do not, theyshall have at hand a lanternshowing a white light which shall be exhibited to an approaching vessel insufficient time to prevent collision.

15. Every seaplane manoeuvring, lying or at anchor, on any of the inlandwaters of Nigeria shall comply with the provisions of these regulations andwith those of the Collision Regulations as though a seaplane were a powerdriven vesselas defined in regulation 3 of these regulations.

16.—(1) A power driven vessel proceeding with the stream by day ornight shall, on approaching turning points or bends, sound one prolongedblast on her whistle or siren at short intervals and shall continue to do sountil the point or bend has been passed.
(2) A powerdriven vessel proceeding againct the stream shall, on hearingthe signal referred:to in paragraph (1) of this regulation, slow down, and ifnecessary stop and anchorand at the sametimeindicate her action by soundsignals on her whistle or siren as follows—

(a) if she has slowed down only—Three long blasts ; and
(2) if she has stopped or anchored—-Four short blasts.



_17.—(1) In fog, mist, heavy rainstorms or any other condition restricting
visibility, whether by day or by night, power driven vessels shall give the
following signals— -

(a) When making way through the water, shall soundat intervals of not
more than 2 minutes a prolonged blast.

(5) When under way but stopped and making no way throughthe water,
shall soundatintervals of not more than 2 minutes two prolonged blasts.

(c) When towing or engaged in any work the nature of which prevents
her from manoeuvringor keeping outofthe wayofother vessels, shall sound
at intervals of not more than one minute one prolongedblast followed by
two short blasts.

(d) Whenat anchorshall at intervals of not more than one minute ring
a bell rapidly for about 5 seconds. Every vessel may in addition, when
being approached by another vessel, sound three blasts in succession,
namely, one short, one long, and one shortblast.

(e) When aground,shall give the signal referred toin sub-paragraph (d)
and shall, in addition, give three separate and distinct strokes on thebell
immediatelybefore and after each such signal.

(2) Small craft (including power driven small craft) shall not be required —
to give the signals referred to in paragraph (1) of this regulation, but if they
do not, they shall make someotherefficient soundsignal at intervals of not
more than one minute if they are navigating in or near fairways or channels
normally used by power driven vessels.

(3) A power driven vessel proceeding against the stream shall, on hearing
any ofthe fog signals referred to in the sub-paragraphs(a)or(8) of paragraph
(1) of this regulation from another vessel approaching, proceed at dead slow
or stop and anchorif necessary, and indicate her action in the manner speci-
fied in paragraph (2) of regulation 16 of these regulations.

18. Every power driven vessel and power driven small craft when ap-
proaching any neighbourhood whereit is customary for canoes to ply or
whereit is likely that canoes may be found,shall give timely warning of her
approach by a succession of short blasts, (not less than six) on her whistle
or siren, or if the vessel carries no whistle or siren, by some othersuitable
method, and shall if necessary slacken speed so as to avoid accident or
distress to any canoe that may be passed :

Provided that nothing in this regulation shall be construed to giving to
any canoe the right to cause obstruction to or interference with, any other
vessel in a channel or fairway normally used by power driven vessels.

Part IV.—Rarrine or Logs aND CAsKs

19. No logs of timber or casks of oil (hereinafter in this Part referred to in
either case as ‘‘a raft’) shall be floated on any inland waters to which these
Regulations apply except in accordance with the provisions of this Part of
these regulations.

20.—{1) In the creeks and rivers between Atijere in the West and Gwato
Creek in the East—_—-

(a) a raft not towed by mechanical power shall not consist of more
. than ninety-six logs or one hundredand sixty casks as the case may be
or exceed eighteen feet in width ; and 1s
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(2) a raft towed by mechanical power shall not exceed twenty-seven
feet in width and in

a

raft consisting of logs, the numberoflogs shall be
related to the power of the towing tug or vessel in the proportion of
seventeen logs or thirty-four half logs (a half log being defined as a log
not exceeding sixteen feet in length) for every ten brake horse-power of
the tug or vessel but no such raft shall contain more than one hundred
and ninety-two logs or three hundred and eighty-four half logs of a
combination of the two exceeding one hundred and ninety-two logs or
three hundred and eighty-four half logs.

(2) In any other inland waters—

(a) a raft not towed by mechanical powershall not consist of more than
one hundred andsixty-four logs or three hundred and sixty casks as the
case may be, or exceed twenty-seven feet in width ; and

(b) a raft towed by mechanical power shall not exceed thirty-six_feet
in width andin a raft consisting of logs, the numberof logs shall be related
to the power of the towing tug or vessel in the proportion laid-down in
sub-paragraph(6) of paragraph (1) of this regulation.

(3) A tug or vessel towing a raft shall possess a valid certificate of survey
and the crewor persons in charge of such tug or vessel shall at all times
comply with the conditions stipulated in the certificate.

21. Crew at the rate of one man for every twenty logs or forty half logs
or fractions thereof or for every fifty casks or fractions thereof as the case
may beshall be carried on each raft and no raft shall have a crewofless than
two men except that in the case of a raft towed by mechanical power, the
crew of the towing tug or vessel may be included in the total number of
the raft crew required by this regulation.

22. Every raft whether under way or not, shall at night exhibit a red
light visible all roundthe horizon from each:endof the raft at a point equidist-
ant from. each side oftheraft.

23. The owner of every raft shalléensure that the lashings binding the
units of the rafts together are adequate and of sufficient strength so that
there is no dangerof the raft breaking up under the normal stresses which
may be expected on the voyage. The crewof every raft shall be supplied
with a reasonable quantity of spare lashings in order that repairs may be
made enroute.

24. Any log of timberor cask of oil, whether forming partof a raft or not,found adrift or unattended, shall be seized by any officer of the Inland
Waterways Department, any Harbour Master, police or forestry officer and
may be detained by him for a period of one month from the date of seizure
and thereafter such log or cask shall be forfeited to the Government of the
Federation, if no claim is madeto it.

Provided that—

(a) the ownerof such a log or cask may within the said period of onemonth redeem the same on payment of a penalty of one pound for eachlog and ten shillings for each cask, whether such log or cask forms partofa raft or not, and on paymentof the expenses (if any) incurred by anysuch officer in removing suchraft, log or cask to a place of safety to avoid —danger to navigation and to preserve it ; and
_ (6) any such paymentshall be in addition to any penalty that may beimposed in respect of a contravention of these regulations.



Part V—MuUscELLANEOUS
25.—(1) When under way every vessel shall be sufficiently manned toenable her to be kept undercontrol at all times.
(2) Novessel shall be left at anchor in or near a channel or fairway unlessshe is sufficiently manned. It shall be the responsibility of the master toensure that the watch remaining onboard understands what action to takeon the approachof another vessel and in thick weather.
26.—(1) Any vessel employed on fishing in routes or channels throughwhich power driven vessels are likely to pass shall carry on its operationeither by day or by night in such a manner as not to obstructor interferewith the safe navigation of such routes or channels.
(2) No person shall set nets or erect fishing stakes or traps in or acrossany fairway or channel on such routes,
27.—{1) Save as provided by paragraph (2) of this regulation, no personon board any vessel shall throw overboard or jettison or cause to be thrownoverboard or jettisoned, any ballast, dirt, ashes, bottles, baskets, rubbish,animal or vegetable matter or anything of a like nature.
(2) The substances referred to in paragraph (1) of this regulation may be

thrown overboard or jettisoned from a vessel if such action is carried outfor the purpose of preventing or minimising any possible damage to the
vessel or cargo therein or for the purpose of saving life.

28.—(1) The owner or master of any vessel in respect of which anyofthe
provisions of regulations 3 to 6, 7 (1), 8 to 18, 25, 26 and 27, are contra-
vened, shall be guilty of an offence and shall on conviction be Hable to a
fine not exceeding fifty pounds or four months imprisonment.

(2) The owner of any log or cask or the master or owner of any vessel
towing such logs or casks who fails to comply with the requirements of
Regulations 20 to 23 shall be guilty of an offence and shall on conviction
therefor beliable to a fine not exceeding one hundred poundsor six months
imprisonment and any person in charge of such log or cask if not in tow of
a powered vessel shall also be guilty of an offence and shall on conviction
therefor be liable to a fine of five pounds or one month imprisonment.

(3) The master of any vessel who fails to comply with the requirements
of regulation 7 (2) shall. be guilty of an offence and shall on conviction
therefor beliable to a fine not exceeding five pounds or one month imprison-
ment. | oe .

(4) Any person convicted for an offence ‘under these regulations shall,
in addition to any penalty that may be imposed,beliable to pay any expenses
incurred in the inspection and repair of any damage caused by such offence.

29. Nothing in these regulations shall affect the operation of regulations
made under the provisions of the Ports Act relating to navigation within
the limits of any port or its approaches. Provided that where no-such regula-
tions are made or in operation, these regulations shall apply.

30. The Navigation of Inland Waters Regulations, 1959, the Navigation
of the Munshi Narrows Regulations, 1926, and the Navigationof the Cross
River Regulations, 1926, are hereby repealed.

Mabeat Lagos this 13th day of June, 1963.
R. A. Njoxu,

. Federal Minister of Transport

ExpLanatory Nore .
These Regulations replace the Navigation of Inland Waters Regulations,

1959, made undersection 46 of the Shipping andNavigation Act which
has been repealed,
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L.N. 58 of 1963

MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT, 1962
(1962, No. 30)

Merchant Shipping (Manning) Regulations, 1963

Commencement : 13th June, 1963

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 427 of the MerchantShipping
Act, 1962, and of all other powers enabling him in that behalf, the Minister
of Transport hereby makes the following regulations— :

1.—(1) These regulations may be cited as the Merchant Shipping
(Manning) Regulations, 1963 and shall come into force on a date to be
appointed by the Minister by Notice in the Gazette.

(2) These regulations shall apply to all Nigerian ships and other Common-
wealth ships whilst they are in Nigerian ports and to foreign ships carrying
passengers between ports in Nigeria, other than :

(a) ships not propelled by mechanical means;
. (6) pleasure yachts; oo

(e) any ships exempted undersection 424 of the Act.
(d) fishing boats.

(3) These regulations shall also apply in respect of ships belonging to
the Governmentof the Federation or of the Regions.

Part J.—Sra-corne Suips

2.—-(1) Every ship to which these regulations ‘apply and going to sea .
from anyplace in Nigeria shall have on board for service—

(7) in any case a duly certificated Master; .
(iz) in the case of a ship of 100 tons net or upwards she mustalso carry

at least one other officer who holdsa certificate not lower than that of
Mate (Home Trade) in the case of a Home Trade Ship, or First Mate
(Foreign-going) in the case of a foreign going ship;

(ii) if a foreign-going ship carries more than one mate, then at leastthe First and Second Mates must each hold a certificate of a grade not
lower than that of First Mate (Foreign-going) and Second Mate (Foreign-
going) resnectively.

(2) Every. ship to which these regulations apply, and going to sea fromany place in Nigeria shall have on board for service—

(7) if it is foreign-going and of 100 nominal horsepower or upwards,
at least two Engineers, one of whom must hold ‘a First Class, and theother at least a Second Class Certificate of Competency;

(#) if it is foreign-going and of less than 100 nominal horsepower,at least one Engineer who holds at, least a Second Class certificate ofcompetency; .
(i?) if it is Home Trade ship of 100 nominal horsepower or over,one Engineer who holdsat least a Second Classcertificate of competency;
(tv) if it is a Home Trade ship ofless than 100 nominal horsepower,which does not carry passengers, one Engineer who holdsat least a ThirdClass Certificate of Competency ; butif it carries passengers, one Engineerholding at least a Second Class Certificate of Competency.



(3) Every Sea-going ship shall carry Radio Officers in accordance withthe scale specified in any rules made under section 159 of the Act.

(4) Every foreign-going ship which proceeds from Nigeria and hasmore than 100 personson board shall,as required by subsection (1) of section102 of the Act carry as a memberof the crewa duly qualified medical practi-tioner. :

(5) Every foreign-going ship to which these regulations apply, and anyHome Trade ship of 1,000 gross tons or upwards shall carrya certificatedShip’s Cook.

(6) Every foreign-going ship to which these regulations apply, of 70i)gross tons and over and proceeding to sea from any port in Nigeria shallhave on board for service deck ratings in accordance with the followingscale—

(?) Ships of over 700 but not exceeding 2,500 gross tons,—a Boatswainand 5 able seamen. Provided that one able seaman may be replaced,
if desired, by a senior ordinary seaman and one other able seaman maybe replaced by 2 senior ordinary seamen orby 1 senior ordinary seaman
and 1. junior ordinary seaman.

(1) Ships of over 2,500 but not exceeding 5,500 gross tons,—a Boats-
wain and 7 able seamen. Provided that two able seamen may be replaced
if desired by senior ordinary seamen and a third able seaman by2 senior
ordinary seamenor by 2 junior ordinary seamen or by 1 senior ordinary‘J

seaman and 1 junior ordinary seaman.

(tit) Ships of over 5,500 gross tons—a Boatswain and 9 able seamen,
provided that two able seamen may be replaced, if desired, by senior
ordinary seamen anda third and fourth able seaman may be replaced
by 2 senior ordinary seamen or 2 junior ordinary seamen or by 1 senior
and 1 junior ordinary seaman in eachcase.

(iv) In this scale Efficient Deck Hands may be substituted for able
seamen, and Deck boys may besubstituted in the following manner-—-

for 1 junior ordinary seaman—2 Deck boys
for 2 junior ordinary seamen—3 Deck boys

(v) Apprentices or Cadets may be classified in the minimum deck
manning scale as follows—

Fourth year apprentice—Able Seaman

Third year apprentice—Senior Ordinary Seaman

Second year apprentice—Junior Ordinary Seaman..

(z7) For the purposes of this scale the following definitions shall apply—

(2) Boatswain—A certificated able seaman atleast 20 years of age who
can provethat he has had not less than four years service at sea on deck : |

(6) Able Seaman—The holderof a certificate of competency’ as able
seaman issued by, or recognised by,the Minister ; or a person who has
served for a period notless thanthree years at sea in a deck capacity;

(c) Efficient Deck Hand--The holder of a certificate of competency
as Efficient Deck Hand. :

B 131
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(d) Senior Ordinary Seaman—A seaman not less than 173 years of
"age whohas served for at least 18 months at sea on deck ;

(e) Junior Ordinary Seaman—A seamannotléss than 164 years of age
whohas had at least 9 months service at sea on deck or as a carpenter;

(f) Deck Boy—A boy whohasserved at sea for less than 9 months.

Part II—INLAND WATERS VESSELS

3. In this Part—

“ship” means a power driven vessel exceeding 200 tons loaded dis-
placement;

“Jaunch” means a power driven vessel not exceeding 200 tons loaded
displacement other than a powerdriven small craft ;

“power driven small craft” means a craft propelled by one or more
outboard engines, each not exceeding thirty brake horsepower.

4. (1) A ship plying exclusively on the inland waters of Nigeria shall have
for service on board— .

(7) one person holding a certificate of competency as Rivermaster ;

(i) one person holding a certificate of competency as Third Class
Engineer, or two persons each holdinga certificate of competency as Engi-
neering Assistants;

(#1) one person holding a certificate of competency as Quartermaster;
and

(iv) four deckhands. —

(2) (2) A launch operating in tidal waters or a launch exceeding 50 feet
in length operating in non-tidal waters only shall have on board for service—

() one person holding a certificate of competency as Quartermaster;

(#2) one person holding a certificate of competencyas Engineering Assis-
tant; and a

(ai) two deckhands.

(6) A launchiess than 50 feet in length, operating in non-tidal waters only,
shall have on board for service—

(7) one person holding

a

certificate of competency as Riverman ;

(ti) oneperson holding a certificate of competency. as Motorman; and

(diz) one deckhand.

Provided that where a launch specified in (b) is specially designedand
fitted for one-man control, one man qualified as both Riverman and Motor-
man will suffice.



(3) A power driven small craft operating in any of the inland waters ofNigeria shall have on board for service—

() one person holding a certificate of competency as a Power DrivenSmall Craft Operator ; and
(#2) one deckhand.,

5. Subject to such conditions as he may think fit, the Government Inspec-tor of Shipping may exempt from any orall of the requirements of theseregulations, any ship which does not proceed beyondfifteen miles from theshore. tay

6. The fact that these regulations make no provision, other than for themaster, for the manning of sea-going craft under 109 tons net, shall not |exempt such ships from the provisions of Chapter 51 of the Act, if theGovernment Inspector of Shipping has reason to believe they are unsea-worthy by reason of undermanning. .

Mave at Lagos this 13th day of June, 1963.

R. A. Nyoxr, ©
Minister of Transport

EXPLANATORY NOTE

These regulations implement section 427 (d) of the Merchant Shipping
Act, 1962 and bring the manning of Nigerian Shipsinto line with the manning
of Ships of other Commonwealth Countries.

S
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Citation.

Rules and
Applicaticn.

L.N. 59 of 1963

MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT, 1962
(1962, No. 30)

Merchant Shipping Collision (Ships and Seaplanes on the Water)Rules, 1963 | ] |
Commencement : 13th June, 1963

Wuireas subsection (1) of section 230 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1962
provides that the Minister of Transport may make collision rules with
respect to ships andto aircraft on the surface of the water, for the prevention
of collisions which shall contain such requirements as appear to the Minister
to be necessary to implement the provisions of such international treaties,
agreements and regulations for the prevention of collisions at sea as are for
the time beingin force.

AND wurreasthere is in force some Regulations known as the International ©
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea which were approved by the
International Conference on Safety of Life at Sea, held in London from 23rd
April, 1948 to 10th June, 1948 andare set forth in the First Schedule to these
Rules.

AND WHEREAS it appears to the Minister to be necessary to make Collision
Rules to implement these Regulations.

NOW THEREFOREin exercise of the powers ‘conferred by subsection (1) of
section 230 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1962 and of all other powers
enabling him in that behalf the Minister of Transport hereby makes the
following Rules— :

1. These Rules maybe cited as the Merchant Shipping Collisions (Ships
and Seaplanes on the Water) Rules, 1963.

2. These Rules are as set out in the First Schedule hereto and they shall
applytoall ships andto all seaplanes on the surface of the water which ‘are
ships or seaplanes of the foreign countries includedin the countries specified
in the Second Schedule hereto.

FIRST SCHEDULE

INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS FOR PREVENTING
COLLISIONS AT SEA, 1948

Part A.—-PRELIMINARY AND DEFINITIONS

Rule I
(a) These Rules shall be followed by al! vessels and seapianes upon the

high seas andin all waters connected therewith navigable byseagoingvessels,
except as provided in Rule 30. Where, as a result of their special construc-
tion, it is not possible for seaplanes to comply fully with the provisions of
Rules specifying the carrying of lights and shapes, these provisions shall be
followed as closely as circumstances permit.



(4) The Rules concerninglights shall be complied with in all weathers
from sunsetto sunrise, and during such times no other lights shall be exhi-
bited, except such lights as cannot be mistaken for the prescribedlights or
impair their visibility or distinctive character, or interfere with the keeping
of a proper look-out. °

(c) In the following Rules, except where the context otherwise requires :—
(2) the word “vessel” includes every description of water craft, other

than a seaplane on the water, used or capable of being used as a means of
transportation on water; -

(#) the word “seaplane” includ.s a flying boat and any otheraircraft
designed to manoeuvre on the water; _

(iit) the term “power-driven vessel” means any vessel propelled by
machinery ;
. (gv) every power-driven vessel which is under sail and not under power
is to be considereda sailing vessel, and every vessel under power, whether
undersail or not, is to be considered a power-driven vessel;

(v) a vessel or seaplane on the water is “under way” when she is not at
anchor, or made fas* to the shore, or aground ;

(vi) the term “height above the Hull” means height above the uppermost
continuous deck ;

(vit) the length and breadth of a vessel shall be deemed to bethe length
and breadth appearingin her certificate of registry; _

(viit) the length and span of a seaplane shall be its maximum length
and span as shownin its certificate of airworthiness, or as determined by
measurementin the absence of suchcertificate ;

(zx) the word “visible,” when applied to lights, means visible on a
dark night with a clear atmosphere;

(x) the term “short blast” meansa blast of about onesecond’s duration;
(xz) the term “prolonged blast” means a blast of from fourto six seconds’

duration ;

(xi) the word “whistle” means whistle or siren ;

(xziz) the word “tons” means gross tons.

Part B.—LIGHTS AND SHAPES

Rule 2

(a) A power-driven vessel when under way shall carry :—

(i) On or in front of the foremast, or if a vessel without a foremast then
in the forepart of the vessel, a bright white light so constructed as to show
an unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of 20points of the compass
(225 degrees), so fixed as to showthelight 10 points (1124 degrees), on
each side of the vessel, that is, from right ahead to 2 points (22 degrees)
abaft the beam on either side, and of such a character as to be visible at a
distance of at least 5 miles.

(ii) Either forward of or abaft the white light mentioned in sub-section
(i) a second white light similar in construction and characterto that light.
Vessels of less than 150 feet in length, and vessels engaged in towing, shall
not be requiredto carry this second white light but may doso.
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(ii) These two white lights shall be so placed in a line with and over

the keel that one shall be at least 15 feet higher than the other and insuch
a position that the lower light shall be forward of the upper one. The
horizontal distance between the two white lights shall be at least three
times the vertical distance. The lower ofthese two white lightsor,if only
one is carried, then that light, shall be placed at a height above the hull of
not less than 20 feet, and, if the breadth of the vessel exceeds 20 feet then
at a height above the hull not less than such breadth, so however that the
light need not be placed at a greater height above the hull than 40 feet.
In all circumstances the light or lights, as the case may be, shall be so
placed as to be clear of and aboveall other lights and obstructing super-

“structures.

(iv) On the starboard side a green light so constructed as to show an
unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of 10 points of the compass
(1123 degrees), so fixed as to show thelight from right ahead to 2 points
(223degrees) abaft the beam on the starboard side, and of such a character
as to be visible at a distance of at least 2 miles.

(v) Ontheport side a red light so constructed as to show an unbroken
light over an arc of the horizon of 10 points of the compass (1124 degrees),
so fixed as to showthe light from right ahead to 2 points (224 degrees)
abaft the beam onthe port side, and of such a character as to be visible
at a distanceof at least 2 miles.

(vi) The said green’ and red sidelights shall be fitted with inboard
Screens projecting at least 3 feet forward from thelight, so as to prevent
these lights from being seen across the bows.

(6) A seaplane under way on the water shall carry :—
(7) In the forepart amidships where it can best be seen a bright white

light, so constructedas to show an unbrokenlight over an arc of the horizon
of 220 degrees of the compass, so fixed as to show the light 110 degrees
on each side of the seaplane, namely, from right ahead to 20 degrees abaft
the beam on cither side and of such a characteras to be visible at a distance
of at least 3 miles.

{t) On theright or starboard wingtip a green light, so constructed as’
to showan unbrokenlight over an arc of the horizon of 110 degrees of the.
compass, so fixed as to showthelight from right ahead to 20 degrees abaft
the beam on the starbcard side, and of such a characteras to be visible at
a distance of at least 2 miles. 2

. (ui) Ontheleft or port wing tip a red light, so constructed as to show
an unbrokenlight over an arc of the horizon of 110 degrees of the compass,
so fixed as to showthe light from right ahead to 20 degrees abaft the beam
on the port side, and of such a characteras to be visible at a distanceofat
least 2 miles.

Rule 3

(2) A power-driven vessel when towing or pushing another vessel or
seaplaneshall, in addition to her sidelights, carry two bright white lights in a
vertical line one over the other, not less than 6 feet apart, and when towing
more than onevessel shall carry an additional bright white light 6 feet above
or belowsuchlights, if the length of the tow, measuring fromthe stern of
the towing vessel to the stern of the last vessel or seaplane towed, exceeds
600 feet. Each of theselights shall be of the same construction and character
and one of them shall be carried in the same position as. the white light

."

ay



mentioned in Rule 2 (a) (2), except the additional light, which shall be carriedat a height of not less than 14 feet above the hull. In a vessel with a singlemast, such lights may be carried on the mast.
() The towing vessel shall also show either the stern light specified inRule 10 orin lieu of that light a small white light abaft the funnelorafter mastfor the tow to steer by, but such light shall not be visible forward of the beam.Thecarriage of the white light specified in Rule 2(a) (z) is optional.
(c) A seaplaneon the water, when towing one or more seaplanesorvessels,shall carry the lights prescribed in Rule 2 (5) (z), (#2) and (7) ; and, in addition,she shall carry a second white light of the same construction and characteras the white light mentioned in Rule 2 (5) (i), and in a verticalline at least 6feet above or belowsuchlight.

Rule 4+
(2) A vessel which is not under command shall carry, where they can best -beseen, and,if a power-driven vessel, in lieu of the lights required by Rule 2(2) () and (ii), two red lights in a vertical line one over the other notless :than 6 feet apart, and ofsuch a characteras to bevisible all round the horizon -at a distance of at least 2 miles. Byday, she shall carry in a vertical line oneover the other not less than 6 feet apart, where they can best be seen, twoblack balls or shapes eachnotless than 2 feet in diameter.
(5) A seaplane on the water which is not under command may carry,where they can best be seen, two red lights in a vertical line, one over theother, not less than 3 feet apart, and of such a character as to bevisible allround the horizon at.a distance of at least 2 miles, and may by day carryin a vertical line one over the other not less than 3 feet apart, where they:can best be seen, two black balls or shapes, each not less than 2 feet in dia-

meter.

-(¢) A vessel engaged in laying or in picking up a submarine cable ornavigation mark, or a vessel engaged in surveying or underwater operationswhen from the nature of her work she is unable to get out of the way ofapproachingvessels, shall carry in lieu of the lights specified in Rule 2 (a) (7)and (72), three lights in a vertical line one over the other notless than 6 feetapart. The highest and lowest of these lights shall be red, and the middlelight shall be white, and they shall be of such a character as to be visibleallround the horizon at a distance of at least 2’ miles. By day, she shall carryin a vertical line one over the other not less than 6 feet apart, where theycan best be seen, three shapes each not less than 2 feet in diameter, ofwhich the highestand lowest shall be globular in shape andred in colour,and the middle one diamondin shape and white.
(d) The vessels and seaplanes referred to in this Rule, when not makingway through the water, shall not carry the coloured sidelights, but whenmaking way theyshall carry them.
(e) The lights and shapes required to be shown by this Rule are to be-taken by other vessels and seaplanes as signals that the vessel or seaplaneshowing them is not under command and cannot therefore get out of theway.

(f) These signals are not signals of vessels in distress and requiring assis-tance. Such signals are contained in Rule 31,

Rule 5
(a) A sailing vessel under way and any vessel or seaplane being towedshall carry the same lights as are prescribed by Rule 2 for a power-driven’vessel or a seaplane under way, respéctively, with the exception of the white
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lights specified therein, which they shall never carry. They shall also carry
stern lights as specified in Rule 10, provided that vessels towed, exceptthe
last vessel of a tow, may carry, in lieu of such stern light, a small white light
as specified in Rule 3 (5). -

(b) A vessel being pushed ahead shall carry, at the forward end, on the
starboard side a green light and on the port side a red light, which shall have
the same characteristics as the lights described in Rule 2 (a) () and (v) and
shall be screened as provided in Rule 2 (a) (vi), provided that any numberof
vessels pushed aheadin a group shall be lighted as onevessel.

‘ soo
Rule 6

(a) In small vessels, when it is not possible on account of bad weather or
other sufficient cause to fix the green and red sidelights, these lights shall
be kept at hand lighted and ready for immediate use, and shall, on the
approach of or to other vessels, be exhibited on their respective. sides in
sufficient time to prevent collision, in such manner as to make them most
visible, and so that the green light shall not be seen on the port side nor the
red light on the starboard side, nor if practicable, more than 2 points (224
degrees) abaft the beam ontheir respective sides.

(5) To make the useof these portable lights more certain and easy, the
lanterns containing them shall each be painted outside with the colour of
the lights they respectively contain, and shall be provided with proper
screens.

Rule 7

Power-driven vessels of less than 40 tons, vessels under oars or sails of
less than 20 tons, and rowing boats, when under way shall not be required
to carry the lights mentioned in Rule 2, but if they do not carry them they
shall be provided with the following lights :—

(a) Power-driven vessels of less than 40 tons, except as provided in
section (6), shall carry :—

(2) In the forepart of the vessel, where it can besf be seen, and at a
height above the gunwale of not less than 9 feet, abright white light
constructed and fixed as prescribed in Rule 2 (a) (é) and of such a
characterasto bevisible at a distanceofat least 3 miles.

(1) Green and red sidelights constructed and fixed as prescribed in
Rule 2 (a) (iv) and (v), and of such a character as to be visible at a
distance of at least 1 mile, or a combined lantern showing.a green light
and a red light from right ahead to.2 points (22% degrees) abaft the
beam ontheir respective sides. Such lantern shall be carried not less
than 3 feet below the whitelight.

(6) Small power-driven boats, such as are carried by seagoing vessels,
maycarry the white light at a less height than 9 feet above the gunwale,
but it shall be carried above the sidelights or the combined lantern men-
tioned in sub-section (a) (ii).

(c) Vessels of less than 20 tons, under oars orsails, except as provided
in section (4), shall, if they do not carry the sidelights, carry whereit can
best be seen a lantern showing a green light on oneside and a red light on
the other, of such a characteras to be visible at a distanceofat least 1 mile,

V
g

and so fixed that the green light shall not be seen on the port side, northe~-
red light on the starboard side. Whereit is not possible to fix this light,
it shall be kept ready for immediate use and shall be exhibited in sufficient
time to preventcollision and'so that the greenlight shall not be seen orthe
port side northeredlight on the starboard side.



(¢) Small rowing boats, whether underoars orsail, shall only be requiredto have ready at hand an electric-torch or a lighted lantern showing a
white light, which shall be exhibitedin sufficient time to preventcollision,

(e) The vessels and boats referred to in this Rule shall not be required
to carry the lights or shapes prescribed in Rules 4(a) and 11 (e).

Rule 8
(4) (2) Sailing pilot-vessels, when engaged on their station on pilotage

duty andnotat anchor, shall not show the lights prescribed for othervessels,
but shall carry a white light at the mastheadvisible all round the horizon at adistance of at least 3 miles, and shall also exhibit a flare-up light or flare-uplights at short intervals, which shall never exceed 10 minutes.

(#1) On the near approachof or to other vessels they shall have their side-
ghts lighted ready for use and shall flash or show them at short intervals,to indicate the direction in which they are heading, but the green light shallnot.be shown ontheportside, nor the red light on the starboardside.
(it) A sailing pilot-vessel of such a class as to be obliged to go alongside

of a vessel to puta pilot onboardmay show the white light instead of carrying
it at the masthead and may, instead of the sidelights above mentioned, have
at hand ready for use a lantern with a green glass on the one side and a redglass on the otherto be used as prescribed above.

(5) A power-driven pilot-vessel when engaged on herstation on pilotageduty and notat anchorshall, in addition to the lights and flares required forsailing pilot-vessels, carry at a distance of 8 feet below her white masthead
light a red light visible all round the horizon at a distanceofat least 3 miles,and also the sidelights requiréd to be carried by vessels when under way.

. A bright intermittent all round white lightmay be usedin place ofa flare,
(c) All pilot-vessels, when engaged on their stations on pilotage duty and

at anchor, shall carry the lights and show theflares prescribed in sections(a)
and (4), except that the sidelights shall not be shown. They shall also carrythe anchorlight orlights prescribed in Rule 11.

(d) All pilot-vessels, whether at anchor or not at anchor, shall, when not
engaged on their stations on pilotage duty, carry the same lights as othervessels of their class and tonnage.

.

Rule 9 . ~:
(a) Fishing vessels when notfishing shall show the lights or shapes pre-

scribed for similar vessels of their tonnage. When fishing they shall show
only the lights or shapes prescribed by this Rule, which lights or shapes,except as otherwise provided, shall bevisible at a distance of at least 2 miles.

(4) Vessels fishingwith trolling (towing) lines, shall show only the lightsprescribed for a power-driven orsailing vessel under way as may be appro-
priate.

(¢) Vessels fishing with nets orlines, except trolling (towing) lines extend-ing from the vessel not more than 500feet horizontallyinto the seaway shall
show, whereit can best be seen, oneall round white light and in addition, onapproaching or being approached by anothervessel, shall show a secondwhite light at least 6 feet below the first light and at a horizontal distanceofatleast 10 feet away fromit (6 feet in small open boats) in the direction in whichthe outlying gearis attached. By day such vesselsshall indicate their occupia-tion by displaying a basket where it can best be seen ; and if they have theirgear out while at anchor, they shall, on the approach ofother vessels, show
the samesignal in the direction from the anchor ball towards the net or gear.

~
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(d) Vessels fishing with nets or lines, excepttrolling (towing) lines, extend-
ing from the vessel more than 500 feet horizontally into the seaway shall show,
wherethey can best be seen, three white lights at least 3 feet apart in a vertical
triangle visible all round the horizon. When making way through the water,
such vessels shall show the proper coloured sidelights, but when not making
way they shall not show them. By day they shall show a basket in the
forepart of the vessel as near the stem as possible not less than 10 feet above
the rail ; and, in addition, where it can best be seen, one black conical shape,
apex upwards. If they have their gear out while at anchor they shall, on the
approach of other vessels, show the basket in the direction from the anchor
ball towards the net or gear.

(e) Vessels when engaged in trawling, by which ismeant the dragging of a
dredge net or other apparatus along or near the bottom of the sea, and not at
anchor :— .

(¢) If power-driven vessels, shall carry in the sameposition as the white
light mentioned in Rule 2 (a) (2) a tri-coloured lantern, so constructed and
fixed as to showa white light from right ahead to 2 points (223 degrees) on ~
each bow, and a green light and a red light over an arc of the horizon from
2 points (223 degrees) on each bowto 2 points (224 degrees) abaft the beam
on the starboard and port sides, respectively ; and not less than 6 nor more
than 12 feet below the tri-coloured lantern a white light in a lantern, so
constructed as to show a clear, uniform, and unbrokenlight all round the
horizon. ‘Theyshall also showthestern light specified in Rule 10 (a).

(zi) If sailing vessels, shall carry a white light in a lantern so constructed
as to show a clear, uniform, and unbroken light all round the horizon, and
shall also, on the approach of or to other vessels show, where it can best be
seen, a white flare-up light in sufficient time to preventcollision.

(iti) By day, each of the foregoing vessels shall show, where it can best
be seen, a basket. .

(f) In addition to the lights which they are by this Rule required to show
vessels fishing may, if necessary in order to attractattention of approaching
vessels, show flare-up light. ‘They may also use working lights.

(g) Every vessel fishing, when at anchor, shall show the lights or shape
specified in Rule 11 (a), (6) or (c) ; and shall, on the approach ofanothervessel
or vessels, showan additional white light at least 6 feet below the forward
anchorlight andat a horizontal distance ofat least 10 feet awayfrom it in the
direction of the outlying gear.

(h) If a vessel when fishing becomes fast by her gear to a rock or other
obstruction sheshall in daytime haul down the basket required by sections(c),
(d) or (e) and showthe signal specified in Rule 11 (c). By night she shall

‘ show thelight or lights specified in Rule 11 (a) or (6). In fog, mist, falling
snow, heavy rainstorms or any other condition similarly restricting visibility,

' whether by day or by night, she shall sound the signal prescribed by Rule 15
(c) (v), which signalshall also be used, on the near approach ofanothervessel,
in good visibility:

NOTE.—Forfog signals for fishing vessels, see Rule 15 (c) (ix).

Rule 10

(a) A vessel when under way shall carry at her stern a white light, so
constructed that it shall show an unbroken light over an arc of the horizon
of 12 points of the compass (135 degrees), so fixed as to show thelight 6 points



(673degrees) from right aft on eachsideof the vessel, and of such a character
as to be visible at a distance of at least 2 miles. Such light shall be carried
as nearly as practicable on the same level as the sidelights. , -

NOTE.—Forvessels engaged in towing or being towed, see Rules 3 (5) and 5.

(6) Ina small vessel,if it is not possible on account of bad weatheror other
sufficient causefor this light to befixed, an electric torch or a lighted lantern
shall be kept at hand ready for use and shall, on the approach of an overtaking
vessel, be shown in sufficient time to prevent collision.

(c) A seaplane on the water when under way shall carry on hertail a white
light, so constructed as to show an unbroken light over an arc of the horizon
of 140 degrees of the compass,so fixed as to show thelight 70 degrees from |
right aft on each side of the seaplane, and of such a characteras to hevisible
at a distanceof at least 2 miles.

Rule 11,
(a) A vessel under 150 feet in length, when at anchor, shall carry in the

forepart of the vessel, where it can best be seen, a white light in a lantern so
constructed as to show a clear, uniform, and unbrokenlight visible all round
the horizon at a distance of at least 2 miles.

(b) A vessel of 150 feet or upwards in length, when at anchor, shall carry
in the forepart of the vessel, at a height of not less than 20 feet above the hull,
one suchlight, and at or near the stern of the vessel and at such a height thatit
shall be notless than 15 feet lower than the forward light, another such light.
Both theselights shall be visible all round the horizonat a distanceofat least 3
miles.

(c) Between sunrise and sunset every vessel when at anchorshall carry in
the forepart of the vessel, where it can bestbe seen, one black ballnot less than
2 feet in diameter.

(d) A vessel engaged in laying or in picking up a submarine cable or
navigation mark, or a vessel engaged in surveying or underwater operations,
when at anchor, shall carry the lights or shapes prescribed in Rule 4 (c) in
addition to those prescribed in the appropriate precedingsectionsofthis Rule.

(e) A vessel aground shall carry by night the light or lights prescribed in
sections (2) or (6) and the tworedlightsprescribed in Rule 4 (a). By day she
shall carry, where they can best be seen, three black balls, each not less than 2
feet in diameter, placed in a vertical line one overthe other, notless than 6 feet

"apart. :

(f) A seaplane on the water under 150 feet in length, whenat anchor,shall
carry, where it can best be seen, a white light, visible all round the horizon
at a distance ofat least 2 miles.

(g) A seaplane on the water 150 feet or upwardsin length, when at anchor,
shall carry, where they can best be seen, a white light forward and a white
light aft, both lights visible all round the horizon at a distance of at least 3
miles ; and, in addition, if the seaplane is more than 150 feet in span, a white
light on each sideto indicate the maximum span,andvisible, so far as practi-
cable, all round the herizen at a distance of 1 mile. .

(4) A seaplane agroundshall carry an anchorlight orlights as prescribed in
sections (f) and (g), and in addition may-carry tworedlights in a vertical line,
at least 3 feet apart, so placed as to bevisible all round the horizon.
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Rule 12

Every vessel or seaplane on the water may, if necessary in order to attract
attention, in addition to the lights which she is by these Rules required to
carry, show flare-up light or use a detonating or otherefficient soundsignal
‘that cannot be mistaken for any signal authorised elsewhere under these,
Rules.

Rule 13

(2) Nothing in these Rulesshall interfere with the operation of any special
rules made by the Government of any‘nation with respect to additional

. station and signal lights for ships of war, for vessels sailing under convoy,
or for seaplanes on the water ; or with the exhibition of recognition signals
adopted by shipowners, which have been authorised by their respective
Governments and duly registered and published.

(6) Whenever the Government concerned shall have determined that a
naval or other military vessel or waterborne seaplaneof special construction
or purpose cannot comply fully with the provisions of any of these Rules with
respectto,the number, position, range or arc of visibility of lights or shapes, -
withoutinterfering with the military function of the vessel or seaplane, such
vessel or seaplane snall comply with such other provisions in regard to the
number, position, range orarcofvisibility of lights or shapes as her Govern-
ment shall have determined to be the closest possible compliance with these
Rules in respect of that vessel or seaplane.

Rule 14

A vessel proceeding undersail, when also being propelled by machinery,
shall carry in the daytime forward, where it can best be seen, one black
conical shape, point upwards, not less than 2 feet in diameterat its base,

Rule 15

(2) A power-driven vessel shall be provided with an efficient whistle,
sounded by steam or by some substitute for steam, so placed that the sound
may not be intercepted by any obstruction, and with an efficient fog-horn,
to be sounded by mechanical means, and also with an efficient bell, A
sailing vessel of 20 tons or upwards shall be provided with a similar fog-horn
and beil. |

(6) ‘All signals prescribed by this Rule for vessels under way shall be
given :— ot

(t) by power-driven vessels on the whistle; .

(it) by sailing vessels on the fog-horn;

(iit) by vessels towed on the whistle or fog-horn.

(c) In fog, mist, falling snow, heavy rainstorms, or any other condition .
similarly restricting visibility, whether by day or night, the signals prescribed
in this Rule shall be usedas follows :-—

(i) A power-driven vessel making way through the water, shall sound at
intervals of not more than 2 minutes a prolongedblast.

(i) A power-driven vessel under way, but stopped and making no way
through the water, shall sound at intervals of not more than 2 minutes two
prolongedblasts, with an interval of about 1 second between them.



(uz) A sailing vessel under way shall sound, at intervals of not more than
1 minute, when on the starboard tack one blast, when on the port tack two
blasts in succession, and when with the wind abaft the beam threeblasts in
succession.

(tv) A vessel when at anchor shall at intervals of not more than 1 minute
ring the bell rapidly for about 5 seconds. In vessels of more than 350feetin
ength thebell shall be soundedin the forepart of the vessel, and in addition
there shall be sounded in the afterpart of the vessel, at intervals of not
more than 1 minute for about 5 seconds, a gong or other instrument, the
tone and sounding of which cannot be confused with, that of the bell.
Every vessel at anchor may in addition, in accordance with Rule 12, sound
three blasts in succession, namely, one short, one prolonged, and one short

an approaching vessel.
(v) A vessel when towing, a vessel engaged in laying or in picking up a

submarine cable or navigation mark, and a vessel under way which is un-
able to get out of the way of an approaching vessel through being not under
commandor unable to manoeuvre as required by these Rulesshall, instead

blast, to give warning of her position and of the possibility of collision to -

of the signals prescribed in sub-sections (2), (7) and (27) sound, at intervals '
of not more than 1 minute, three blasts in succession, namely, one pro-
longed blast followed by two shortblasts.

(vi) A vessel towed, or, if more than one vessel is towed, only the last
vessel of the tow, if manned, shall, at intervals of not more than 1 minute,
sound four blasts in succession, namely, one prolonged blast followed by
three short blasts. When practicable, this signal shall be made immediately
after the signal made by the towing vessel. _ .

(vii) A vessel aground shall give the signal prescribed in sub-section (iv)
and shall, in addition, give three separate and distinct strokes on the bell
immediately before and after each such signal.

(viti) A vessel of less than 20 tons, a rowing boat, or a seaplane on the
water, shall not be obliged to give the above-mentioned signals, but.if she
does not, she shall make some other efficient sound signal at intervals of
not more than 1 minute.

(ix) A vessel when fishing if of 20 tons or upwards, shall at intervals of
not more than 1 minute, sounda blast, such blast to be followed by ringing
the bell ; or she may sound,in lieu of these signals, a blast consisting of a

’ series of several alternate notes of higher and lowerpitch.

Rule 16
Speed to be moderate in fog, &c.

. (a) Every: vessel, or seaplane when taxi-ing.on the water, shall, in. fog,
mist, falling snow, heavy rainstorms or any other condition similarly restrict-
ing visibility, go at a moderate speed, having careful regard to the existing
circumstances and conditions.

(6) A power-driven vessel hearing, apparently forward of her beam, the
fog-signal of a vessel the position of which is not ascertained, shall, so far
as the circumstances of the case admit, stop her engines, and then navigate
with caution until dangerofcollision is over.

Part C.—STEERING AND SAILING RULES

Preliminary

1. In obeying and construing these Rules, any action taken should be positive,
in ample time, and with due regard to the observance ofgood seamanship.
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2. Risk of collision can, whencircumstances permit, be ascertained by carefully
watching the compassbearing of an approaching vessel. Lf thebearing does
not appreciablychange, such risk should be deemed to exist.

3. Mariners should bear in mind that seaplanes in the act of landing or
taking off, or operating under adverse weather conditions, maybe unable to
change their intended action at the last moment.

Rule 17

When twosailing vessels are approaching one another, so as to involve
risk of collision, one of them shall keep out of the wayofthe other, as follows—

(2) A vessel which is running free shall keep out of the way of a vessel
whichis close-hauled.

(6) A vessel which is close-hauled on the port tack shall keep out of
the way of a vessel which is close-hauled on the starboard tack.

(c) When both are runningfree, with the wind on different sides, the
vessel which has the wind on theport side shall keep out of the way of
the other.

(d) When bothare running free, with the wind on the same side, the
vessel which is to windward shall keep out of the way of the vessel which
is to leeward.

(e) A vessel which has the wind aft shall keep out of the way of the
othervessel.

Rule 18

(2) When two power-driven vessels are meeting end on,or nearly end on,
so as to involve risk of collision, each shall alter her course to starboard,
so that each maypass on theportside of the other. This Rule only applies
to cases where vessels are meeting end on, or nearly end on,in such a manner

_as to involverisk of collision, and does not apply to two vessels which must,
if both keep on their respective courses, pass clear of each other. The
only cases to which it does apply are when each of two vessels is end on, or
nearly end on, to the other; in other words, to cases in which, by day,
each vessel sees the masts of the otherin a line, or nearly in a line, with her
own ; andby night, to cases in which each vessel is in such a Position as to
see both the sidelights of the other. It does not apply, by day, to casesin which a vessel sees another ahead crossingher own course; or, by night,
to cases where the red light of one vessel is opposed to the red light of the
other or where the green light of one vessel is opposed to the green light
of the other or where a red light without a green light or a green light without
a red light is seen ahead, or where both green and red lights are seen any-
where butahead.

(b) For the purposes of this Rule and Rules 19 to 29 inclusive, except
Rule 20 (0), a seaplane on the water shall be deemed to be a vessel, and theexpression “power-driven vessel” shall be construed accordingly.

Rule 19

When two power-driven vessels are crossing, so as to involve risk of
collision, the vessel which has the other on her own starboard side shall
keep out of the way of the other.



| Rule 20 :
(2) When a power-driven vessel anda sailing vessel are proceeding insuch directions as to involve risk of collision, except as provided in Rules 24°and 26, the power-driven vessel shall keep out of the wayofthesailing vessel.
(5) A seaplaneon the water shall, in general, keep well clear ofall vessels’and avoid impeding their navigation. In circumstances, however, whererisk ofcollision exists, she shall comply with these Rules.

Rule 21
Whereby any of these Rules oneof two vessels is to keep out of the way,the other shall keep her course and speed. When, from any cause, thelattervessel finds herself so close that collision cannot be avoided by the action

of the giving-way vessel alone, she also shall take such action as will bestaid to avertcollision (see Rules 27 and 29).

Rule 22

Every vessel whichis directed by these Rules to keep out of the way of
another vessel shall, if the circumstances of the case admit, avoid crossing
aheadofthe other.

Rule 23

Every power-driven vessel which is directed by these Rules to keep out
of the way of another vessel shall, on approaching her, if necessary, slacken
her speed or stop or reverse.

Rule 24
(a) Notwithstanding anything contained in these Rules, every vessel

_ overtaking anyothershall keep out of the way ofthe overtakenvessel.
(6) Every vessel coming up with another vessel from any direction more ©

than 2 points (22} degrees) abaft her beam, i.e. .in such a position, with
reference to the vessel which she is overtaking, that at night she would be
unable to see either of that vessel’s sidelights, shall be deemed to be an
overtaking vessel; and no subsequent alteration of the bearing between the
two vessels shall make the overtaking vessel a crossing vessel within the
meaning of these Rules, or relieve her of the duty of keeping clear of the
overtakenvesseluntil sheis finally past and clear.

(c) If the overtaking vessel cannot determine with certainty whether she
is forward of or abaft this direction from the other vessel, she shall assume
that she is an overtaking vessel and keep out of the way. -

Rule 25

(a) In a narrow channel every power-driven vessel when proceeding
along the course of the channelshall, whenit is safe and practicable, keep to
that side of the fairway or mid-channel which lies on the starboard side of
such vessel.

~~ (b) Whenever a power-driven vessel is nearing a bend in a channel where
a power-driven vesselapproaching from the other direction cafnot be seen,
such vessel, when she shall have arrived within one-half mile of the bend,
shall give a signal by one prolongedblast of her whistle, which signal shall be
answered by a similar blast given by any approaching power-driven vessel
that may be within hearing around the bend. Regardless of whether an
approachingvessel on the farther side of the bend is heard, such bendshall be

- rounded with alertness and caution. ~ —
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Rule 26
All vessels not engaged in fishing shall, when under way, keep out of the .

way of any vessels fishing with nets or lines or trawls. This Rule shall not
give to any vessel engagedin fishing the right of obstructing a fairway used
byvessels other than fishing vessels.

| Rule 27
In obeying and construing these Rules due regard shall »2 had to all

dangers of navigation and collision, and to any special circumstances, in-
cluding the limitations of the craft involved, which may render a departure
from the above Rules necessary in orderto avoid immediate danger.

Part D.—MISCELLANEOUS

Rule 28

~ (a) When vessels are in sight of one another, a power-driven vessel under
way, in taking any course authorised or required by these Rules, shall indicate
that course by the following signals on herwhistle, namely :— |

Oneshort blast to mean “I am altering mycourse to starboard.”
Twoshort blasts to mean “I am altering mycourse to port.”
Three shortblasts to mean “My engines are going astern.”

(4) Whenever a power-driven vessel which, under these Rules, is to keep
her course and speed,is in sight of another vessel and is in doubt whether
sufficient action is being taken by the other vessel to avert collision, she may
indicate such doubt by giving at least five short and rapid blasts on the
whistle. The giving of such a signal shall not relieve a vessel of her obliga-
tions under Rules 27 and 29 or any other Rule,or of her duty to indicate any
action taken under these Rules by giving the appropriate sound signals laid
down in this Rule.

(c) Nothing in these Rules shall interfere with the operation of any special
rules made by the Government of any nation with respect to the use of
additional whistle signals between ships-of war or vessels sailing under
convoy. . °

S
p
e

Rule 29
Nothing in these Rules shall exonerate any vessel, or the owner, master or

crew thereof, from the consequences of any neglect to carry lights or signals,
or of any neglect to keep a proper look-out, or of the neglect of any precaution
which may be required by the ordinary practice of seamen, or by the special
circumstancesofthe case.

. Rule 30
Reservation ofRulesfor Harbours and InlandNavigation

Nothing in these Rules shall interfere with the operation of a special rule,
duly made bylocal authority relative to the navigation of any harbour,river,
lake, or inland water, including a reserved seaplanearea.

Rule 31

Distress Signals

Whena vessel or seaplane on the wateris in distress and requires assistance
from other vessels or from the shore, the following shall be the signals to be
used or displayed by her, either together or separately, namely :—

(2) A gun orother explosive signal fired at intervals of about a minute.



(4) A continuous sounding with any fog-signal apparatus.
__ (e) Rockets or shells, throwing red stars fired one at a time at shortintervals,

(d) A signal made by radiotelegraphyor by any other signalling methodconsisting of the group ... — — —... in the Morse Code.
(e) A signal sent by, radiotelephony consisting of the spoken word“Mayday”.

(f) The International Code Signal'of distress indicated by N.C.
(g) A-signal consisting of a square flag having above or belowit a ballor anything resembling

a

ball. -
(4) Flames on the vessel (as from a burning tar barrel, oil barrel, etc.).
(t) A rocket parachute flare showinga réd light.

The use of any of the above signals, except for the purpose of indicatingthat a vessel or a seaplane is in distress, and the use of any signals whichmay be confused with any of the abovesignalsis prohibited,

Note.—A radio signal has been provided jor use by vessels in distress forthe purpose of actuating the auto-alarms of other vessels and thus securing
attention to distress calls or messages. The signalcorisists of a series of twelve
dashes, sent in 1 minute, the duration of each dash being 4 seconds, and the
duration of the interval between two consecutive dashes 1 second,

Rule 32

All orders to helmsmen shall be given in the following sense ; right rudder
or starboard to mean “put the vessel’s rudderto starboard” 3 left rudder or
port to mean “put the vessel’s rudder to port’.

SECOND SCHEDULE

LIST OFTHE COUNTRIES WHICH HAVE ACCEPTED THE
INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS FOR PREVENTING

COLLISIONS AT SEA, 1948

Argentina Colombia
Australia Cuba
Belgium . Czechoslovakia
Brazil Denmark
Bulgaria Dominican Republic
Burma . Ecuador
Cambodia Egypt
Canada . Finland
Chile France
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Federal Republic of Germany
Greece
Hayti
Hungary
Iceland
India
Traq
Irish Republic
Isracl
Italy
Japan
Liberia
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
Nicaragua
Norway
Pakistan

MADE this 13th day of June, 1963.

Panama
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Roumania
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Thailand
Turkey
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay ~
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yugoslavia

R. A. Nyoxu,
Afinister of Transport

ExpPLANATORY NOTE

These Rules make regulations for
collisions involving seaplanes on the

preventing collisions at sea, including
waters. The Rules give effect to the

International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1948 whichwere approvedbythe International Conference on Safety of Life at Sea, 1948,

¢



L.N. 60 of 1963

MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT, 1962
(1962, No. 30)

MerchantShipping (Signals of Distress) Rules, 1963 ©

Commencement : 13th Fune, 1963

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 237 of the Merchant Shipping
Act, 1962 andofall other powers enabling him in that behalf, the Minister of .
Transporthereby makes the following Rules—

1.—(1) These Rules: may be cited as the Merchant Shipping (Signals of
Distress) Rules, 1963.

(2) These Rules shall apply to—

(a) Nigerian ships ; and .

(6) Other ships when within the jurisdiction of Nigeria.

2.' In these Rules—

“Collision Regulations” means the International Regulations for Prevent-
ing Collision at Sea as set forth in the First Schedule to the Merchant
Shipping Collision (Ships and Seaplanes on the Water) Rules, 1963.

3. When a vessel or seaplane on the water is in distress and requires
_ assistance from other vessels or from the shore she shall makethesignals and
comply with theprovisions cf Rule 31 ofthe Collision Regulations.

4.—(1) No signal of distress shall be used by any ship or seaplane on the
water unless the master or the pilot thereof so orders. ,

(2) The said masteror pilot shall not order any signal ofdistress to be used
unlessheis satisfied—

(i) thathis ship or aircraft is in serious and imminent danger, or that
another ship or aircraft is so endangered and cannotofitself send that
signal ; and

(#) that a ship or an aircraft in danger (whether his own or another ship
or aircraft) requires immediate assistance in addition to any assistance then
available to her. ,

(3) The master or pilct of every ship or aircraft to which these Rules
apply, being a ship or aircraft which has sent any signal of distress by means
of radio, shall cause that signal to be revoked as soonas heis satisfied that the
ship or aircraft to which the signal relates is no longer in need of assistance
as aforesaid.

Mankat Lagosthis 13th day of June, 1963,

_R. A. Njoxt,
| Minister of Transport

Explanatory Note

These Rules prescribe whatsignals shall be used by ships and seaplanes on
the water when they are in distress and require assistance arid describe the
circumstances in which such signals are to be used. These Rules implement
the provisions of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea,
1948, relating to the misuseofsignals ofdistress.
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L.N. 61 of 1963
MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT, 1962

(1962, No. 30)

Merchant Shipping (Musters) Rules, 1963

Commencement : 13th Fune, 1963
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 153 of the Merchant ShippingAct, 1962 and of all other powers enabling him in that behalf, the Minister ofTransport hereby makes the following Order—

1.—(1) These Rules may be cited as the Merchant Shipping (Musters)
Rules, 1963.

(2) These Rulesshall apply in respectofthe following Classes ofships :—
(a) Nigerian ships ; and .
(5) Other ships while they are within any port in Nigeria. But they

shall not apply to a ship by reason of her being in a port in Nigeria if
she would not have been in any such port butfor stress of weather or
any other circumstance that neither the master nor the owner nor the
charterer, if any, of the ship could have prevented or forestalled.

2. In these Rules, unless the context otherwise requires, the expression“muster” includes a boat-drill and a fire-drill,

3. For the purposes of these Rules ships shall be arranged in the sameClasses in which they are-arranged for the purposes of the Merchant Shipping(Lifesaving Appliances) Rules, 1963.

4.—(1) The Mester of everyship of ClassesI, II, III, V, VI and VII shallprepare a muster list showing in respect of each memberof the crew thespecial duties which are allotted to him andthe station to which he shall gointhe event of an emergency, including duties and stations applicable for ex-
tinguishingfire. ,

(2) The musterlist shall specify definite signals for calling all the crew totheir boat andfire stations in an emergency, andfor indicating when the shipis to be abandoned. .
(3) The musterlist shall assign duties to the different members of the crew

in connection with— a
(2) Theclosing of the watertight doors, valves and closing mechanism ofscuppers, ash-shoots, etc.
(5) The equipment of the boats and buoyant apparatus generally ;
(c) The launchingof the boats attachedto davits ;
(d) The general preparation of any other boats and buoyant apparatus;
(ce) The muster of the passengers,if any ;
(f) The extinction offire. -

(4) The duty of seeing that the boats and buoyant apparatus and other
lifesaving apparatus are at all times ready for use shall be assigned by the
muster list to one or more officers.

(5) ‘The musterlist shall assign to the membersof the stewards’ department
their several duties in relation to the passengers at a time of emergency.
These duties shall include—

(a) Warning the passengers;
(6) Seeing that they are suitably clad and have put on theirlifejackets in a

proper manner;



(c) Assembling the passengers at muster stations 3
(d) Keeping order in the passages and onthe stairways and, generally,controlling the movements of the passengers; =
(2) Seeing that a supplyofblankets is taken to the lifeboats,

(6) The muster list shall be prepared or, if a newlist is not necessary,revised after the Agreement with the crew has been signed and before theship proceedsto sea, and shall be dated and signed by the Master.
(7) If, after the musterlist has been prepared, any changetakespiace in the

crew which necessitates an alteration in the muster list, the Master shalleither revise the list or prepare a newlist.
_ (8) Copies of the musterlist shall be posted in several parts of the ship and,in particular, in the crew’s quarters, before the ship proceeds to sea and shall
be kept so posted while the ship is at sea.

5.—({1) Assemblystations for all passengers shall be appointed in the event
of an emergency and the positions of those stations and the meaning ofall
signals affecting passengers shall be clearly stated in English and such other
languagesas areappropriate on cards postedin their cabins and in conspicuous
places in other passenger quarters.
(2) The emergency signal for summoning passengers to the assembly

stations shall be a succession of more than six short blasts followed by one
long blast on the whistle orsiren.

6.—(1) In ships of Class I a muster of the crew shall be held before the
ship leavesherfinal port of departure in Nigeria and a musterofthe passerigers
shall be held within twenty-four hoursafter leaving such port. .

(2) In ships of Classes I, II and ILI musters of thé crew shall take place at
intervals of not more than seven days, when practicable, to ensure that the
crew understand andare drilled in the duties assigned to them in the event
of an emergency.

(3) In ships of Classes V, VI and VII musters of the crewshall take place
at intervals of not more than fourteen days to ensure that the crew understand
andaredrilled in the duties assigned to them in the event of an emergency.

(4) In ships of Classes IV andVIII the Master shall take steps to ensure
that the crew understand the uses of thelife-saving equipment andfire
appliances carried on board and knowwhere theyare kept.

(5) Different groups of boats shall be used in turn at successive boatdrills.
Thedrills and inspections shall be so arranged that the crew thoroughly
understand and are practised in the duties they have to perform, andthatall
lifesaving appliances andfire appliances with the gear appertaining to them
are always ready for immediate use.

Maneat Lagos this 13th day of June, 1963.

|

R. A. Nyjoxu,
Minister of Transport

EXPLANATORY NOTE

These Rules provide for the assignment of the duties to members of the -
crew in case of emergency,for training in those duties, and for the emergency
signal for passengers. These duties include such provisions as appearto the
Minister to be necessary to implement the provisions of the International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1948, relating to musters.
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